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Historical Perspective on NASA Risk
Management (RM)
• No “formal,” systematic RM process in
NASA until mid-1990s.

– Originally developed by Carnegie Mellon
University for the Department of Defense
– Brought increased attention to risk over the
next decade
– Stressed management of individual risk
issues during implementation
– Risks were not normally seen as scenariobased
– Individual risks were analyzed qualitatively
and arrayed on a “risk matrix” of severity vs.
likelihood
– Mitigations were typically devised without a
focus on performance requirements
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RM Approach After 2008
•

In 2008, we took the next step in the
evolution of RM by revising our Risk
Management directive, NPR 8000.4A,
Agency Risk Management Procedural
Requirements

•

Agency strategic goals drive RM activities
at all levels
All risk types are considered collectively
during decision-making, and
RM activities are coordinated horizontally
and vertically, across and within
programs, projects, and institutions

•
•

PR: Performance Requirement
PM: Performance Measure
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NPR 8000.4A Definition of Risk is Based on
Meeting Performance Objectives
“Risk is the potential for performance shortfalls, which may be
realized in the future, with respect to achieving explicitly
established and stated performance requirements.”
• Performance shortfalls may be related to institutional support for
mission execution or to any one or more of the following mission
execution domains:
– Safety (e.g., avoidance of injury, fatality, destruction of key
assets, environmental damage)
– Technical (e.g., thrust or output, amount of observational data
acquired)
– Cost (e.g., execution within allocated cost)
– Schedule (e.g., meeting milestones)
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Today RM is Viewed as the Interaction of RIDM
and CRM
•

NPR 8000.4A (Dec. 2008), evolved NASA RM to entail two
complementary processes:
Risk-Informed Decision Making (RIDM) and
2. Continuous Risk Management (CRM)
1.

•

The result is a RM approach that is proactive, integrated, coherent,
and supportive of the management of aggregate performance risk
RIDM informs systems engineering decisions
through better use of risk and uncertainty
information in selecting among alternatives
and establishing baseline performance
requirements

RM  RIDM + CRM

CRM manages risks over the course of the
development and implementation phases of the
life cycle to assure that requirements related to
safety, technical, cost, and schedule are met
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The RIDM Process and its Themes
•
Risk-Informed Decision Making (RIDM)
Identification of Alternatives
Identify Decision Alternatives (Recognizing
Opportunities) in the Context of Objectives

•

Risk Analysis of Alternatives
Risk Analysis (Integrated Perspective) and
Development of the Technical Basis for
Deliberation

The importance of considering multiple
objectives across all mission execution
domains (safety, technical, cost, schedule)
The importance of close ties between the
selected alternative and requirements
derived from it
– Match commitment levels with the decision
maker’s risk tolerance limits

Risk-Informed Alternative Selection
Deliberate and Select an Alternative and
Associated Performance Commitments
Informed by (not solely based on) Risk
Analysis

To Requirements Baselining

–

•

Develop achievable requirements
The importance of a documented decision
rationale
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The CRM Process and its Themes
•

–

However, the context within which CRM
operates is now defined explicitly
– All “risks” managed within an organizational
unit are pegged to the performance
requirements that that unit is working to
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unchanged
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CRM process is oriented
toward keeping the
potential for performance
shortfalls within tolerable
limits

•

•

•

Risk Statements are now defined in a
manner that supports a scenario-based
understanding of individual risks
The significance of individual risks is
analyzed by integrating them into a risk
model that quantifies performance risk
Risk responses are based on addressing
the most important causes of performance
risk (i.e., the risk drivers)
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FUTURE DIRECTION OF RM AT
NASA
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The Concept of “Adequate Safety”
•

The trigger for dealing with the issue of “adequate safety” was the
NASA Aerospace Safety Advisory Panel (ASAP) Recommendation
2009-01-02a:
“The ASAP recommends that NASA stipulate directly the acceptable
risk levels—including confidence intervals for the various categories
of activities (e.g., cargo flights, human flights)—to guide managers
and engineers in evaluating “how safe is safe enough.”

•

•

NASA accepted the ASAP recommendation and committed to
establishing safety thresholds and goals for human space flight
–

Safety threshold expresses an initial minimum tolerable level of safety

–

Safety goal expresses expectations about the safety growth of the
system in the long term

Achieving an adequately safe system requires adherence to the
following fundamental safety principles:
–

The system meets or exceeds a minimum tolerable level of safety;
below this level the system is considered unsafe

–

The system is as safe as reasonably practicable (ASARP)
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Meeting or Exceeding a Minimum Tolerable
Level of Safety

PRA:
P(LOC):

Probabilistic Risk Assessment
Probability of Loss of Crew
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The Issue of Risk Analysis Completeness
(Rationale for Future Trends in RM)
• Safety goals and thresholds represent expectations about
actual risk, including both known and
unknown/underappreciated (UU) sources of risk
–

Known sources of risk are amenable to explicit quantification via
synthetic, scenario-based methods of analysis (e.g., PRA), and
actuarial methods (when sufficient data are available)

–

UU sources of risk are not amenable to synthetic analysis or direct
actuarial characterization, yet are historically recognized as
significant contributors to risk
•

They tend to remain latent in the system until revealed by operational
failures, precursor analysis, etc.

•

They tend to be most significant early in the system life cycle

•

They disproportionally reflect organizational issues and/or complex intrasystem interactions
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Accounting for Unknown/Underappreciated Risks
•

ASAP and others have raised the need to consider the gap between
known risk and actual risk when applying NASA safety thresholds and
goals

•

We have developed the concept of safety performance margin, based
on historical discrepancies between calculated and demonstrated
safety performance

•

Safety performance
margin accounts for
UU risks

•

It provides a rational
basis for deriving
verifiable
requirements on
known risk, e.g., using
PRA mean values
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Managing Known and UU Risks
•

The structure of a safety claim that the system meets the minimum tolerable
level of safety is the conjunction of two sub-claims:
1.
2.

The risk due to known scenarios is within the safety requirement; and
The safety requirement accounts for the risk due to UU scenarios
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Summary
• Our RM approach is still evolving
• NPR 8000.4A laid the foundation for moving towards a more coherent
and proactive RM approach
• Our new RM handbook (NASA/SP-2011-3422) lays the groundwork for
considering multiple objectives in an integrated fashion across all
mission execution domains (safety, technical, cost, schedule)
• The focus moves from the management of individual risks toward the
management of aggregate performance risk

• Our safety threshold and goal policy gives impetus to address unknown
or underappreciated (UU) risks
• We are exploring ways for characterizing and managing UU risks
• We still need to address institutional and enterprise risks
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Relationship of Safety Performance Margins to System
Engineering Margins
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